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“Another home run! There are very few authors who can 

deftly create a story that engrosses you as well as 

Adriana Girolami can. This is the third of Adriana’s books 

that I have read and I have but one request: please 

keep them coming!” 

 

—Dr. Michael Adamse, author of God’s Shrink 

 

 

An accomplished portrait artist as well as a beloved writer of historical fiction, Italian-

born Adriana Girolami seduces readers with her gorgeous visual style—both on the 

covers of her books and on all the pages in-between. As the illustrator of her book 

jackets, she paints intricate, visually rich characters that match the complex 

personalities she creates with her equally well-drawn words. 

 

In Girolami’s TEMPLAR’S REDEMPTION (Timber Creek Press) — the final book of The 

Templar Trilogy — the beautiful and valiant Duchess Polyxena faces her greatest 

challenge as she attempts to save her beloved Nemours from a grave danger. 

Unexpected complications arise as the enigmatic, sexy Lord Zanar reappears. Does he 

cast a shadow of doubt on the idyllic marriage of Polyxena and Arsenio? The Duchess 

wonders why the unpredictable rogue is back despite a death sentence looming 

upon his head…Is he a friend now, or an evil foe? The Count of Rozenberk tells the 

Duchess many facts about her mysterious and noble ancestor, Wilfred the Valiant, 



Third Duke of Nemours. He reveals to the young woman, the shocking and 

unexpected genesis of the Templar's Treasure.  

 

Will the centuries old family curse that places a grave peril to the house of Nemours be 

dispelled due to the heroic efforts of Polyxena's father…will he survive? Will Lord Zanar's 

presence cast a permanent shadow between Polyxena and Arsenio? Find the 

answers in TEMPLAR’S REDEMPTION… 

 

About the Author 

Adriana Girolami — a gifted visual artist as well as a talented writer of historical fiction 

— was born in Rome, Italy. She immigrated with her family to the United States and 

later attended The Art Students League in New York City. She is the author of the 

beloved historical romance series, The Templar Trilogy:  Mysterious Templar, The 

Crimson Amulet, and Templar’s Redemption. A successful portrait artist and illustrator, 

Adriana created the covers for all of her books. Currently, she lives in Florida with her 

husband and son.   
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Passion, intrigue, guts, swords and glory. An essential historical fiction read! 

“[In] this stellar series, each book can easily stand on its own as an excellent piece of historical fiction. I have 

rarely read a book that so expertly pulled us into the world the author had created…. the story could have taken a 

predictable turn in the hands of a lesser author, but not here…You will have fun unpacking all the secrets and 

linkages from the first two stories…. Carefully written and developed. Nothing is left to chance. It's a 

wonderful read, one of the very best in its genre. An excellent series from Adriana Girolami.”  —Marmalizer 

 

Captivating! 

“The author's descriptive style of writing and wonderful characters are nicely blended into a fast paced adventure. 

Let yourself be swept away to the realm of Medieval Europe! If you are a fan of the Knights Templar, then 

you are in for a treat! Ms. Girolami is a talented writer and an excellent storyteller, she never disappoints 

me!”  —Nicole Laverdure 

 

She’s done it again! 

“She's done it again and taken us back in history… When I read her books she literally makes me feel transported 

back in time. This is a must read if you like the other 2 books in the series. All 3 leaving you wanting more and 

not wanting to wait to turn to the next page because of the excitement of what is going to happen next. I 

look forward to reading her next one.”  —Angela C. Fiducia 

 

Outstanding and exciting novel! 

“I loved the first two books, Mysterious Templar and The Crimson Amulet. TEMPLAR'S REDEMPTION is just 

as exciting as the preceding offerings… The story line is always unpredictable and full of surprises keeping 

you glued to the book wanting to know what happens next. The characters are so well defined that you care 

about them deeply while despising the evil villains. Through the visual writing of talented author Adriana 

Girolami they seem so lifelike, they leap almost out the pages of the book. I loved this great novel and 

recommended it to anyone who loves romance mystery and the excitement of the knights Templar.”  

—Amazon Customer 

  

Outstanding!!! 

“Fantastic book!! I could not put it down! Strong heroine, magnetic characters, and steamy?!! What more 

could a girl ask for? Her first two books were amazing and this one has hit a new high! My new favorite 

artist is Adriana Girolami!!!”  —Cassi 

 

Excellent and Must Be Read! 

“A delightful blend of medieval history and romance with another chance to spend time with Polyxena and the 

fascinating inhabitants of Lorengard-Lorraine. Adriana Girolami's third novel delivers a wonderful read as 

Polyxena battles to save the house of Nemours.”  —Laura Hamilton 

 

I truly enjoyed reading it and highly recommend it 

“This book is an exciting mixture of history, mystery, romance, and action. The author's style captures your 

attention and never lets go. The characters are real and three dimensional. If you are looking for a book with an 

interesting and complex story line, this one fits the bill. I truly enjoyed reading it and highly recommend it.”  

—CDL 
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